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DDM is a 3 wheels stand on electric scooter that is
ideal for personnel displacement, for transportation
of small bulky goods, for maintenance and inspection
activities inside hospitals, warehouses, airports,
markets or shopping centers.
With a loading capacity 50 kg / 110 lbs, this electric scooter
can as well tow up to 500 kg / 1102 lbs on flat grounds and
can therefore be useful to tow a train of trolleys.
It is equipped with 80A lead acid batteries that guarantee
a 8 hours running time.
Low maintenance, silent running, easy to use it comes
with standard display showing battery level , an acoustic
signal indicating when batteries need to be recharged, on/
off key and a forward/reverse button.
Its compact dimensions make it ideal to be used inside
industrial elevators.
Our electric vehicles are not only CE certified but, more
than 80% of the range is covered by the UL certification,
which guarantees its suitability to the standards applicable
in relation to potential risk of fire, electric shock and
mechanical hazards.
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